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GCSE Music – Unit 2 (42702) 
Guidance notes – Links to the Strand 

  
 

 
 
For students taking the examination in 2017 the strand of learning is The Western Classical 
Tradition.  
 
Students can write in a style that suits their individual preference and knowledge. However, in 
choosing a link to the Western Classical Tradition strand, they should identify features or 
characteristics of music within that tradition.  
 
When deciding on the style or genre of the composition to be undertaken, teachers and candidates 
should not be intimidated by the thought that the music must link very closely to the designated 
strand of learning.  
 
Some examples of possible links are below:  
 
AoS1: Rhythm and Metre  
Crisp dotted rhythms  
Regular time signatures  
Contrast of rhythms  
Specific rhythmic patterns  
Syncopation  
Waltz rhythms  
Scotch snap  
Use of triplets within duple time signatures  
Use of 2 against 3, 3 against 4, and so on  
 
AoS2: Harmony and Tonality  
 
Use of major/minor scales and or modes  
Musical devices such as pedal, drone  
Exploring modulation  
Contrast of consonance and dissonance  
Clearly marked cadences  
Chromatic harmony  
Contrast keys  
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AoS3: Texture and Melody  
 
Imitative writing  
Contrapuntal writing  
Use of ornaments  
Use of sequences  
Melody with accompaniment  
Homophonic writing  
Dialogue between soloist and orchestra/ small group and large group/ voices and instruments/ solo 
Voice and choir  
Antiphonal writing  
Ornamentation  
Unison  
Single melody line  
Use of anacrusis  
 
AoS4: Timbre and Dynamics  
 
Contrast of groups of instruments  
Dynamic contrast  
Instrumental (pizzicato, tremolando, use of pedal, etc)/vocal techniques (falsetto/vibrato)  
String quartet  
Piano Trio  
Contrast within groups e.g. instruments, e.g. Clarinet Quintet (i.e. Clarinet and String Quartet)  
− also encompassing the idea of small ensembles not directly related to the Western Classical 
Tradition, such as electric instruments, tuned and un-tuned percussion instruments, including 
electronic sound sources and sampled sounds.  
 
AoS5: Structure and Form  
 
Main dance forms (binary, tenary etc)  
Ground bass  
Rondo form  
Use of continuo  
Variations  
Linking movements  
Use of cadenza  
Da capo aria  
Through composed  
Strophic  
 
Since the western classical tradition underpins much of the musical development also found in 
popular music and to some extent world music, a link can be found in any piece - in any style or 
genre – in binary/ternary/sonata/rondo/variation/arch shape/minuet and trio/through composed/da 
capo aria/ ground bass/continuo/strophic or any other appropriate structure/form for any 
combination of instruments and/or voices. The piece need not necessarily be in a ‘western 
classical style’ or genre.  
For further information please see guidance on this unit in ‘Guidance and Exemplar Work’. 




